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Context of medical statistics
• 7 May 2012 and 7 May 2018 – Inaugurations of Vladimir Putin.
• ‘May Decrees’ – his presidential decrees after both inaugurations with
‘national tasks for development’.
• One of them – to diminish mortality from heart diseases.
• Presumed start of manipulations with medical statistics in regions of
Russia: to change diagnosis of dead patients from heart diseases to
anything else.
• Reasons for that: to show that our Region is not the worst in implementing
the ‘May Decrees’, and that the Health Ministry is not the worst among
other Ministries in their KPI.
• So the practice to change medical statistics for political reasons presumably
became a ‘business as usual’ in Russia just before the pandemic.

Political context
• 15 Jan 2020 – Vladimir Putin speaks on changes in the Constitution.
• 10 Mar 2020 – Proposal to allow him to overcome the ‘two terms
limit’, to ‘start from zero’ because of the new variant of the
Constitution, and to be eligible for another two terms in future.
• 17 Mar 2020 – Constitutional Court approves this and other
amendments to the Constitution. The Act with amendments is
promulgated.
• By this Act a plebiscite on constitutional amendments is arranged on
22 April 2020 (Lenin’s birthday).

Social context
• National holidays in Russia:
• 23 February – The Army Day.
• 8 March – The Women Day.
• Many middle class Russians usually go abroad for several days on
those holidays.
• Nobody cared on this. The borders with EU weren’t closed. There
were no official recommendation not to go, or at least to be careful.
• The reason: not to provoke negative reactions in society in the
context of constitutional amendments.

Start of COVID spread
• After a massive return from abroad after 8 March holiday: the start of
rapid spread of COVID in Russia, mainly in Moscow.
• Deputy Prime Minister Golikova later said that starting from 16 March
the COVID situation in Moscow is deteriorated rapidly.
• But remember the political context (Act of 17 March): l’idée-fixe to
organize the plebiscite on constitutional amendments.
• So lack of quick reaction. Only on 25 March Putin postpones the
plebiscite. Nine days (17-25 Mar) that were fateful for the spread of
COVID inside Russia.

Legal context
• Legal situation: no formal emergency situation proclaimed in Russia
until now. The reason: to avoid formal obligations of the state
according to the Federal Law on emergencies.
• Instead of that: on 25 Mar Putin announced ‘non-working days’ for
several weeks (totally until 11 May). On 29 Mar Mayor of Moscow
Sergey Sobianin announced a de-facto lockdown not because of a dejure emergency, but because of a ‘higher readiness to a possible
emergency’. Only later that status of ‘higher readiness’ was
postfactum written as amendment into the Law on emergencies.

Public discussions on legality
• So the public discussions, how legal is a lockdown, are more intense
in Russia than in other countries. Not only because of violation of
human rights and freedoms (as elsewhere), but because of their noncompliance to the existing Law on emergencies.
• To compare: in summer 2020 there was an oil spill from a big oil tank
at a power plant in Norilsk near the Arctic Ocean: there the official
federal emergency (not a local one) was immediately proclaimed. But
nothing similar with the COVID.

Lockdown implementation in Moscow
• You can go only to the nearest food shop or pharmacy.
• If you need to go to your work (only few industries were remained
open), starting from 11 Apr you had to receive a digital pass with a QR
code. You cannot enter the underground or take a bus or a taxi
without the QR code. In the application you need to indicate the plate
number of your car if you drive.
• On 15 Apr there was a massive check for QR codes at the
underground. So literally hundreds of people were stuck in a crowd in
underground tunnels for an hour:

Moscow underground on 15 Apr

Moscow underground on 15 Apr

QR check in Moscow underground

Historical memory context
• 9 May – 75th Anniversary of Victory in the Great Patriotic War (that’s
how is the German-Soviet part of the World War II is named in
Russia).
• Annual military parade and a civilian demonstration ‘Immortal
Regiment’ become the key element of the policy of historical memory
and historical identity in contemporary Russia.
• Usually on Jubilee years Putin invites as many foreign leaders as
possible to attend the parade.
• Before the pandemics: Putin’s idea to organize a summit of 5
permanent members of UN Security Council in Moscow on 9 May to
discuss a ‘common historical heritage’ etc.

Historical memory context
• During March-April it’s clear that nobody of world leaders will come
to Moscow for the parade because not only of political
contradictions, but of the pandemic.
• 16 Apr – Putin postpones the parade.
• 9 May – he comes individually to put flowers to the Eternal Flame
monument near the Kremlin. On 9 May he came for the first time in
Moscow after 24 March.
• Lukashenko in Belarus doesn’t postpone his parade in Minsk: to be
seen in the context of their mutual jealousy.

Lonely Putin on 9 May

Lonely Putin on a rainy V Day

Lukashenko’s parade

Perceptions of political conflicts in Russia
• A popular public perception in Russia that Putin is hidden somewhere
‘in a bunker’.
• Prime Minister Mishustin is ill with COVID.
• The most influential decision-maker in Russia during the lockdown
became the Mayor of Moscow Sobianin. He became Chiarman of the
State Council’s Commission on COVID. He issues all key regulations on
lockdown. They are copied in all other regions.
• Many political experts in that time say that Sobianin is becoming a
real alternative to Putin.

Perceptions of political conflicts
• An expert and public perception is: if more the lockdown goes on,
then Putin is less popular.
• Experts speak on the perception of conflict between the so-called
‘party of lockdown’ (with Sobianin as its presumed head, and with
aim to diminish Putin’s rating) and the ‘party of normality’ (back to
Putin).
• Because of all that Putin stops the ‘non-working days’ on the federal
level on 11 May. The number of daily COVID cases continues to grow,
but it doesn’t matter.
• Lockdown in Moscow continues in spite of Putin’s decree.

March-April: stay home; 11 May: all OK

Sobianin vs Putin

Back to constitutional plebiscite
• After stopping ‘non-working days’ Putin turns back to the V Day
parade and the constitutional plebiscite.
• End of May: he announces that the Victory parade will be on 24 June
(another historical symbolism: on 24 June 1945 there was Stalin’s
parade immediately after the war).
• He announces that the plebiscite will be on 1 July.
• The reason: people will be happy after the parade and more positive.
• Sobianin says that it is not possible to end the lockdown just because
of celebrations, but then he is forced to stop the lockdown in Moscow
on 9 June.

In a bunker: ‘Citizens, come to vote on 1 July!’

Left Front’s poster on criminal ‘plague
plebiscite’

Moscow is the COVID City No 1 in the world.
• At the same time, already after the end of the lockdown and 2 days
after the Victory parade, on 26 June the city of Moscow has overcome
New York City, and became the city with the highest total number of
infected persons.
• On 26 June, according to the Worldometers, the total number of
cases in Moscow was 218604. And in five boroughs of New York City
together it was 218309.
• Later Moscow was overcome by Santiago, Lima and Sao Paulo.

Plebiscite during pandemics
• New regulations were passed to ease the vote during epidemic: it is
possible to vote during 7 days, it is possible to vote outdoors at
mobile polling stations etc.
• Opposition says all that makes control at the poll stations practically
impossible.
• Opposition says that employees of state organizations (schools,
hospitals, military, state factories etc) are forced to vote for the
amendments by the electronic vote, and many people suspect that
it’s not anonymous, and they can see how you have voted.

Plebiscite photos
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Plebiscite results
• Officially 77,92% voted for the constitutional amendments. The voter
turnout was 67,97%.
• Opposition says there were massive falsifications because the real
control of 7 days’ voting and of numerous outdoor stations was
impossible.
• A popular opposition statistician Sergey Shpilkin says there were at
least 20 % of falsified votes because of irregularities in a voter turnout
and disparities between votes ‘yes’ and ‘no’ in similar polling stations
nearby.

Shpilkin’s method
• In a normal situation in similar homogeneous polling stations in the
same city or district the distribution of voter’s turnout would be more
or less like a Gaussian curve. If the general turnout is 60%, than in the
absolute majority of polling stations the turnout will be around 60%,
and only in very few stations there will be visible disparities (with 10%
or 95%).
• In similar homogeneous polling stations we could expect that the
elections/plebiscite result will be also similar. So, if in a polling station
A we have 55% of yes, in a nearby polling station B we could expect
56%, but not 85%.

Gaussian curve

Polish presid.elections 2005,horizontal:turnout,
vertical:number of poll stations. All similar to
Gaussian curve.

Shpilkin’s method
• In rigged elections/plebiscite we have abnormally many polling stations
with bigger turnout (90% instead of expected 60%). So the right part of the
Gaussian curve is raised.
• In these polling stations we also see abnormal results (90% of yes instead
of expected 55%).
• That is due to the lack of independent control and observers, which
facilitates a ballot stuffing and falsification of counting.
• It’s possible to restore real results, comparing a turnout and results from all
polling stations.
• NB: The method works when there are at least some unrigged polling
stations. If all results are artificially ‘written’ from the beginning (90%
turnout and 90% of yes) you cannot restore the reality. That’s the
difference between a ‘soft’ authoritarianism and a totalitarianism.

Shpilkin’s results: presidential elections 2018:
all shaded part is false: 10,5 mln extra votes.

‘The Shpilkin’s Saw’.
• See the contour of the right part at the previous slide above the
shaded (false) part. It is similar to a saw with high spikes at 75%, 80%,
85%, 90%. It is so because many falsifiers at local polling stations
would prefer ‘beautiful’ round figures as a result of their
manipulations. That is why there are much more rigged results with
85% and 90% turnout, than with 87 and 88%. That interesting
phenomenon of social psychology was named in Russia as a
‘Shpilkin’s Saw’ or ‘Churov’s Saw’ in the name of the previous
chairman of Electoral Commission.

Shpilkin’s results: plebiscite 2020: 22 mln
extra votes. Not a saw already, but a tower.

Medical statistics
• Just from the beginning the specifics of the Russian COVID statistics
was a very low mortality.
• Officially it was represented as an example of effectiveness of Russian
medicine.
• But there were international and domestic suspicions of
underreporting.
• The New Your Times and the Financial Times in mid-May published
articles on an underreporting and unreliability of Russian statistics.

Medical statistics
• Domestically, several experts started to analyze such a phenomenon of low
mortality, using various statistical data.
• First, the Regions of Russia used to publish a monthly statistics from the
civil registers on a number of deaths in their regions.
• So the method was to find an arithmetic mean of deaths for each month
and each region in 5 or 10 years. And to compare the number of deaths in
Apr, May, Jun 2020 with this mean for corresponding month.
• The result was the big surplus of deaths (in many hundreds or thousands)
in 2020 (starting from April in Moscow and Dagestan, from beginning of
May in St Petersburg, from May-June in other regions).

Medical statistics
• Remember the presumed practice to diminish medical statistics from
cardio diseases previously. So the perception was that the diagnosis
of COVID could be changed to a just pneumonia or heart failure etc to
many dead patients.
• Ministry of Health issued a new regulations on 27 May how to
formulate the cause of death for patients with COVID. To simplify, its
logic was to indicate the COVID as the cause of death only when ‘it
was the primary cause’ and when there were no other serious
illnesses ‘with COVID’ that could cause the death as well (e.g.
diabetes, pneumonia, hypertension). So there is an official difference
of deaths ‘because of COVID’ and ‘with COVID’. Only the first ones are
published in daily statistics. The regulations were leaked to the media.

Comparison of statistical data (explained at
the next slide)

Comparison of statistical data
• Number of deaths in Russia in Apr-Jul 2020 in comparison with Apr-Jul
2019 (from civil registers): surplus of 70827 deaths.
• Detailed medical death certificates are collected by the Russian Statistics
Agency. There you can see both variants: ‘because of COVID’ and ‘with
COVID’. According to its data in Russia in Apr-July 2020 there were 22590
deaths ‘because of COVID’ and 15318 deaths ‘with COVID’. In total: 37908
deaths.
• Officially for the WHO and for the wider public in Apr-Jul Russia has
reported 14034 deaths. Which is much less than 22590 deaths ‘because of
COVID’ according to primary medical certificates. And much-much less
than 37908 deaths ‘with COVID’ and 70827 deaths of total surplus.

Medical statistics
• Which figure would you prefer as a real one? From 14 to 70
thousands? It’s up to you.
• One interesting observation: the regions which are suspected to make
the most visible manipulations with the COVID statistics are the same
regions that made the most visible manipulations with electoral
statistics as well.

Medical statistics
• Another point in the ministerial regulations of 27 May was a decision
not to count asymptomatic cases in medical statistics.
• After that, logically, the daily numbers of infected cases started to
diminish.
• Remember the political context: after that at the end of May the
Victory parade and the plebiscite were announced.
• Experts also found several regional cases when daily numbers of new
infected cases were unlikely to be corresponding to probability
theory.

Medical statistics
• Krasnodar Region: for the whole May the number of daily cases was
98-99-97 etc, never 100. Also when in the regional centre – city of
Krasnodar there were relatively more cases, in the same day in all
other districts of the region there were correspondingly less cases,
and vise versa. See the next slide.
• Lipetsk Province: the same in May. Total number of cases daily: 47-49,
never 50. The same with distribution of cases: if more in the
provincial city, then less in other districts, and vice versa. See the next
slide.

Krasnodar: yellow – the city, grey –other
districts, blue – total (always 98-99)

Lipetsk: grey – the city, yellow – all other
districts, orange – total (always 47-49)

Medical statistics
• A case of a ‘disciplined virus’. Moscow Mayor Sobianin said on 30 July
that now the number of daily new cases in the city are expected to be
in the interval of 650-700 cases. The virus said “Yes”. And then in
several weeks the number of daily cases in Moscow was 692, 689,
695, 697 etc, but never 700 or more.

Red arrow: Sobianin’s words on 650-700
cases interval, and reaction of statistics.

When infected people are immediately
recovered
• One element of the strategy of diminishing the number of cases
started from the end of May was to show an accelerated growth of
recovered patients. In Dagestan on 28 May and Kirov on 25 Jul there
was a clear disparity between newly infected and recovered. In those
days according to official statistics all newly infected were recovered
on the same day, because the ratio between the total number of
infected and the total number of recovered was zero in that day. In
Dagestan on 28 May: 124 newly infected and 241 recovered. Total
ratio of active cases (all infected minus all recovered) = 0. In Kirov on
25 Jul: 58 newly infected and 114 recovered, total ratio 0. Fortunately
there were no cases with -1, or -2 patients. Somebody stopped them.
See next slides.

Dagestan 28 May (green at the bottom):124
newly infected, 241 recovered, total ratio 0.

Kirov on 25 July (violet): 58 newly infected and 114
recovered; total ratio of active cases 0.

Medical statistics
• Another expert method to find real trends of the epidemic in the
context of suspected official statistics was elaborated in June-July.
• It’s about to see the weekly trends in the number of requests in both
Google and the Russian similar search machine Yandex, connected
not to a general interest to COVID, but much more likely to the start
of personal illness. E.g. a request ‘I don’t feel smells’, ‘The sense of
smells is lost, what to do’ etc.
• Such requests were analyzed in Yandex on a local and regional level,
and it was possible to see plausible trends in the epidemic
developments in various cities and provinces. See the next slides.

Naberezhny Chelny in May-June: requests ‘I
don’t feel smells’. Officially all was quiet.

Dagestan in April: requests ‘I don’t feel
smells’. Officially they confirmed it only later.

Peaks of requests ‘I don’t feel smells’ in
various cities.

Vaccine race
• Clear geopolitical significance of a ‘vaccine race’ among various
countries. The first country which will invent a safe and effective
vaccine, sure will expect to be praised globally.
• 11 August – Russian Health Ministry has officially licensed the first
vaccine ‘Sputnik-V’ of the Gamaleya Institute after combined phases
1-2 of clinical research. Putin said his daughter was vaccinated.
• 4 Sep – publication of its clinical results of phases 1-2 in ‘The Lancet’.
• 7 Sep – the open letter of several scientists to ‘The Lancet’ that in
Gamaleya’s article there were no raw files of specific patients, and its
general statistical data seem not to correspond to probability theory.

Russian vaccines ‘for dummies’
• Sputnik-V of the Gamaleya Institute: simply speaking, they take a
virus of the common cold, then they put inside it the protein from a
spike of a coronavirus. To inject twice and wait when your organism
produces antibodies. According to their official regulations, it couldn’t
work to persons using immunosuppressive drugs (i.e. with weak
immunity). Licensed.
• Vaccine of the ‘Vector’ Research Center near Novosibirsk. Based on
‘peptide antigens’. Simply speaking, to inject already ready
antibodies. Near to be licensed.
• Vaccine of the Chumakov Center. Simply speaking, to inject a whole
inactivated coronavirus. In the process of clinical research.

At the end: global perception of COVID in
Russia (Fake!) ;-)

